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During the 1967-68 academic year AΔΦ Brother James Patrick Maher III ‘66 (1944-2004) led a
campaign to abolish student government at Cornell University. ΔKE Brother Donald Alford
Weadon, Jr. ‘67(1945-2008) planned and scripted much of this campaign.
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Appendix A  Campaign Memorabilia (Posters, Flyers, etc)
ΔKE8-002. Poster, Campaign. “MAHER MAKES SENSE!”, 8 x 12¼", black printing on light
blue heavy-weight paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image:
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ΔKE8-003. Poster, Campaign. “ELECT J. P. MAHER President” 8¼ x 12", black printing on
brown heavy-weight paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image:
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ΔKE8-004. Flyer, Campaign. “Elect J. P. Maher President”, 8½ x 11", black printing on maize
standard-weight paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image:
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ΔKE8-005. Poster, Campaign. “J.P. MAHER: Abolitionist Candidate for President of Student
Government”, 7 x 14¼ ", brown printing on off-white standard-weight paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image:
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ΔKE8-006. Poster, Campaign. “James P. Maher”, Photograph of JPM (5¾ x 5"), “Asks: Student
Government Has Not Been Around for Two Weeks. Have You Missed It? I HAVEN’T
(ELECT MAHER)” 11 x 17 ", black printing on off-white heavy-weight paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image:
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ΔKE8-007. Poster, Campaign. “THE GOLDEN AGE OF COMEDY”, 11 x 17", black printing
on off-white standard-weight paper.
Distinctions: Drawing of Laurel and Hardy, Harry Langdon, Will Rogers, Ben Turpin
and lovely bathing beauties in a careening automobile chased by a dog and
(mostly behind the word GOLDEN) the Keystone Kops.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image:
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ΔKE8-008. Poster, Campaign. “WANTED! INFORMATION LEADING TO THE
DISCOVERY AND APPREHENSION OF THE NEFARIOUS BALLOT STUFFER”,
11 x 17", black printing on brown very light -weight paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image:
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ΔKE8-009. Poster, Campaign. “THE MAHER PROPOSAL (Or) Send the Mobileers to
Washington in the style they deserve”, 12 x 19¾", black printing on very light -weight
blue paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Image of Marx Brothers in barrels marked “KIPPERED HERRING” from the film
Monkey Business (1931) followed by text:
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ΔKE8-010a & -010b. Sticker, Campaign. “ELECT MAHER, Last President of Student
Government”, 3¾ x 2", black printing on fluorescent red-orange and light green with
adhesive backing and release paper.
Source: Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ’70, June 2010.
Reference: 1967-68 Campaign to Abolish Student Government.
Images:

The above materials, all donated by Brother Brian Merrick O’Connor ΔKE ’70, have been
deposited in the Cornell University Archives (Collection 37-4-1535) )maintained by the Division
of Rare & Manuscript Collections, Carl A. Kroch Library. Cf. BMOC message, Wednesday,
November 26, 2008 3:31 PM. Images of large items have been pieced together from scans of
details.
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Appendix B  Cornell Daily Sun News Clippings
The following items appeared in the Cornell Daily Sun during the academic years 1965-1969.
Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXII, Issue 131, 29 April 1966, Page 3

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXII, Issue 140, 12 May 1966, Page 16
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Cornell Daily Sun, 6 September 1967, Page 15

13

14

15

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 10, 19 September 1967, Page 1

16

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 17, 28 September 1967, Page 4

17

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 26, 11 October 1967, Page 4

18

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 32, 19 October 1967, Page 4

19

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 53, 17 November 1967, Page 4

20

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 69, 13 December 1967, Page 12

21

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 89, 20 February 1968, Page 4

22

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 90, 21 February 1968, Page 1

23

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 90, 21 February 1968, Page 4

24

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 101, 7 March 1968, Page 4

25

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 103, 11 March 1968, Page 1

26

27

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 117, 5 April 1968, Page 17

28

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 131, 25 April 1968, Page 4

29

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXIV, Issue 128, 22 April 1968, Page 3

30

Cornell Daily Sun, Volume LXXXV, Issue 1, 11 September 1968, Page 12

31
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Appendix C  Biographical Data, James Patrick Maher III
AΔΦ Brother James Patrick Maher III ’66 (b. 15 December 1944, d. 3 August 2004).

Death Notice, The Cornell Alpha Delt
The Cornell Alpha Delt, Spring 2006, p. 14.
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U.S. Embassy, Teguchigalpa, Honduras, Alerts
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Missing Aircraft & Pilot Data
N-number
Aircraft Serial Number
Aircraft Manufacturer
Model
Engine
Manufacturer
Model
Aircraft Year
Owner Name
Owner Address

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Type of Owner
:
Registration Date
:
Airworthiness Certificate Type :
Approved Operations
:

N9911S
70011
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
700
LYCOMING
TI0-540 SER
1978
AIR ANTILLES INC
7131 NW 26TH AVE
MIAMI, FL, 33147-6201
Corporation
10-Dec-2002
Standard
Normal

Source: http://www.landings.com/_landings/pages/search.html
Name
Airman's Address

: MAHER, JAMES PATRICK
: 1581 BRICKELL AVE
MIAMI, FL, 33129-1215
FAA Region
: Southern
Date of Medical
: Mar, 2004
Class of Medical
: 3
Expiration of Class 3 : Mar, 2006
Airman Certificates
: Private Pilot
Airplane Single and Multi Engine Land
Name
Airman's Address

: BRAGA, EDUARDO JOSE FONTES
: 3216 NE 13TH ST APT 7
POMPANO BEACH, FL, 33062-8108
FAA Region
: Southern
Date of Medical
: Oct, 2003
Class of Medical
: 3
Expiration of Class 3 : Oct, 2006
Airman Certificates
: Airline Transport Pilot
Airplane Multi Engine Land
Commercial Pilot Privileges only
Airplane Single Engine Land
Rotorcraft Helicopter
Flight Instructor (exp: 30-Jun-2006)
Airplane Single and Multi Engine
Instrument Airplane
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The Miami Herald News Reports (2004)
Miami Herald, The (FL), August 8, 2004, Section: Broward & State, Edition: Broward, Page: 3B
LOST PLANE: `NO ONE SAW' IT
JONATHAN ABEL, jabel@herald.com
The search continues for two South Florida men reported missing over the jungles of Honduras.
Their twin-engine Rockwell Commander plane lost contact with air traffic controllers about 5
p.m. Tuesday after taking off from Goloson International Airport, 210 miles north of
Tegucigalpa. The two men, pilot Eduardo Braga, 40, of Pompano Beach, and James Maher, 59,
of Miami, were headed to Costa Rica.
``My first thought was to jump on a plane and go find him,'' said Braga's wife, Cindy. ``But
people talked some sense into me. I can't speak Spanish and I can't fly.''
The plane left Opa-locka airport Sunday morning for Cozumel, Mexico, Cindy Braga said. It
stopped in La Ceiba, Honduras, on Monday, and from there took off for Costa Rica on Tuesday.
Family and friends said the flight was business trip for Maher, who is president of a paper
company, Morgan Price & Co.
Over the past week, Honduran military aircraft have been retracing potential flight routes
searching for the plane or its wreckage.
``The search is continuing, but without any positive results so far,'' said Col. Rafael Moreno, a
spokesman for the Honduran military.
The electronic locating transmitter has not been activated, which could mean that the plane
landed and the two men are simply unable to make contact with the outside world, Moreno said.
That is what Cindy Braga is hoping happened. ``They don't see debris. No one saw anything,''
she said. ``Because the place is a jungle - a Third World country - they may not be able to
communicate.''
Cindy Braga said that friends of Maher residing in Honduras are helping to search for the
missing men.
For Cindy Braga, the wait to learn of her husband's location is nerve-wracking. The couple, who
have been married for eight years, have never gone several days without communicating.
One thing gives Cindy Braga hope: Her husband, she said, is an excellent pilot so she ``doesn't
worry as much as [if it was] someone else [piloting].''
Braga, a native of Brazil, moved to the United States when he was in his late 20s. He became a
citizen and worked a variety of jobs, including as a waiter and a banker, before becoming a flight
instructor.
“He's always dreamed about flying,'' Braga said. Much of his clientele is Brazilian; Maher had
been one of his students.
In New Jersey, Maher's mother had only just learned about her son's disappearance. ``This is
very disturbing,'' Rita Maher said, but declined to comment further.
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Weather conditions do not seem to have posed a problem, Mario Medina, an aviation official at
Goloson, told La Tribuna, a Honduran newspaper. ``There was good visibility, no rain, all
conditions were excellent.''
Herald staff writer Darran Simon and Herald translator Renato Perez contributed to this report,
which was supplemented with material from The Associated Press.
Copyright (c) 2004 The Miami Herald
Miami Herald, The (FL), August 8, 2004, Section: Metro & State, Edition: Final, Page: 6B
SEARCH CONTINUES FOR TWO MEN, PLANE
JONATHAN ABEL, jabel@herald.com
The search continues for two South Florida men reported missing over the jungles of Honduras.
Their twin-engine Rockwell Commander lost contact with air traffic controllers around 5 p.m.
Tuesday after taking off from Goloson International Airport, 210 miles north of Tegucigalpa.
The two men, pilot Eduardo Braga, 40, of Pompano Beach, and James Maher, 59, of Miami,
were headed to Costa Rica.
``My first thought was to jump on a plane and go find him,'' said Braga's wife, Cindy. ``But
people talked some sense into me. I can't speak Spanish, and I can't fly.''
The plane left Opa-locka Airport Sunday morning for Cozumel, Mexico, Cindy Braga said. It
stopped in La Ceiba, Honduras, on Monday, and from there took off for Costa Rica on Tuesday.
Family and friends said the flight was a business trip for Maher, who is president of a paper
company, Morgan Price & Co.
Honduran military aircraft have been retracing potential flight routes searching for the plane or
its wreckage.
``The search is continuing, but without any positive results so far,'' said Col. Rafael Moreno, a
spokesman for the Honduran military.
The electronic locating transmitter has not been activated, which could mean that the plane
landed and the two men are simply unable to make contact with the outside world, Moreno said.
That is what Cindy Braga is hoping happened. ``They don't see debris. No one saw anything,''
she said. ``Because the place is a jungle - a Third World country - they may not be able to
communicate.''
She said friends of Maher in Honduras are helping look for the missing men.
For Cindy Braga, the wait to learn of her husband's location is nerve-wracking. The couple, who
have been married for eight years, have never gone several days without communicating.
One thing, gives her hope: Her husband, she said, is an excellent pilot so she ``doesn't worry as
much as [if it was] someone else.''
Eduardo Braga, a native of Brazil, moved to the United States when he was in his late 20s. He
became a citizen and worked a variety of jobs before becoming a flight instructor.
``He's always dreamed about flying,'' Braga said. Much of his clientele is Brazilian; Maher had
been one of his students.
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In New Jersey, Maher's mother had only just learned about her son's disappearance. ``This is
very disturbing,'' Rita Maher said, but declined to comment further.
The Associated Press, staff writer Darran Simon and Herald translator Renato Perez contributed
to this report.
Copyright (c) 2004 The Miami Herald
Miami Herald, The (FL), August 10, 2004, Section: Broward & State, Edition: Broward, P. 1B
MISSING PILOT'S FRIEND, WIFE TO JOIN SEARCH
JASMINE KRIPALANI, jkripalani@herald.com
Eduardo Braga, the Pompano Beach pilot whose plane disappeared in the jungles of Honduras a
week ago, once made a pact with a pilot friend that they would search for each other if they ever
went missing.
José Fuertes followed through on that pact Monday as he boarded a Honduras-bound American
Airlines flight with Braga's wife, Cindy. ``If either of them got into trouble, they would look out
for each other,'' said Fuertes' wife, Vivian.
Air-traffic controllers lost contact with Eduardo Braga, 40, after he took off from Goloson
International Airport in Honduras in a single-engine Rockwell Commander at 5:45 p.m. Aug. 3.
Braga was flying with James Maher, the owner of Morgan Price & Co. in Miami.
The paper company makes cardboard used to box fruit. Maher and Braga were going to visit
several suppliers and customers in Central America, said Maher's employee, Carlos Pachas.
``This is a normal business trip,'' Pachas said. ``He was due back over the weekend. May God
help in finding him.''
Two helicopters search for the plane every day for eight hours, said Maj. Lennin Gonzalez,
spokesman for the Honduran armed forces.
``We have not received any emergency signals,'' Gonzalez said.
U.S. Southern Command spokesman Lt. Cmdr. Chris Loundermon said the United States has
assisted with the search.
Meanwhile, Cindy Braga's mother, Jean O'Neill, flew to South Florida on Saturday from Cape
Cod, Mass., to help. She said Braga's missing plane brought back sad memories. Cindy Braga's
father, Maj. Henry ``Hank'' Schneckloth, died in 1968 because of a mechanical failure of a plane
while flying into Homestead Air Force Base.
``It's a do-over of another time,'' O'Neill said.
But Cindy Braga's older sister, Mary Jo Smith, said she has hope her brother-in-law is alive.
``They could be surviving,'' Smith said. ``He would get himself noticed from [rescue] planes.''
Illustration:color photo: Eduardo Braga (n)
photo: James Maher (n)
Copyright (c) 2004 The Miami Herald
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Miscellaneous Reports
The Cornell Alpha Delt, Spring 2000, p. 6.

ComPilots Aviation Portal, Posted Saturday, 07 August 2004 @ 13:42:43 EDT by admin
http://www.compilots.com/news/article590.html
Pilot and friend vanish
A U.S. registered light plane piloted has been missing for 3 days in Honduras, officials reported
Friday. The plane flew from Miami to Cozumel, Mexico, on July 30 and on Monday arrived in
La Ceiba, some 210 miles north of Tegucigalpa, Honduras. It was headed from La Ceiba toward
Costa Rica on Tuesday when air traffic controllers lost contact with the plane.
"We don't have any reports that the plane has crashed. It probably made a forced landing. But it
is being sought by military rescue units," said Col. Rafael Moreno, an armed forces spokesman
in Honduras.
He identified the pilot as Eduardo Braga, 40, of Pompano Beach and the passenger as Jean Maler
[sic]. Moreno said two military aircraft have been flying over possible routes taken by the plane,
but all efforts have failed as the plane's emergency locator device had not been activated.
Cornell Alumni Magazine Online, Mar./Apr. 2004 Volume 106 Number 5 (Class Notes)
http://cornellalumnimagazine.com/Archive/2004marapr/notes/1960to1969.html
Also in 2002: Lyudmila and James P. Maher III, BA '69, took an extended cruise to South
America. James's new email: JPM@morganpriceco.com.
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AΔΦ 2006 Membership Directory & History of the Phi, p. 143
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Appendix D  Biographical Data, Donald Alford Weadon, Jr.
ΔKE Brother Donald Alford Weadon, Jr. ’67 (b. 15 September 1945, d. 23 March 2008)

The Weston Forum, May 1, 2008
Donald Weadon, attorney
Donald A. Weadon Jr. died March 23, 2008. He was 63.
Mr. Weadon was born in Brisbane, Australia, and grew up in Weston. He attended Hurlburt
School and then graduated from the Loomis School in Windsor.
He received a degree in government in 1968 from Cornell University, where he sang in the
Cornell Glee Club, managed the club’s year-long world tour, and was the president of Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity. He also served on the Cornell University Trustee Council.
Mr. Weadon received a degree from the University of California Hastings College of the Law in
San Francisco in 1975 and a master’s degree from the Harvard Business School Adjunct
Program at the Iran Centre for Management Studies in Tehran in 1976.
In 1984, he opened a firm, Weadon and Associates, in Washington, although he occasionally
joined larger firms interested in expanding their international trade portfolio. He was a consultant
to international technology companies and the Commerce and Defense departments.
He opened law offices in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Beijing and Hanoi, and was the first attorney
granted clearance by the U.S. Treasury Department to practice law in Vietnam. He also set up a
foundation to support Vietnamese orphans.
Mr. Weadon was an adjunct professor of foreign trade law at George Mason University and
Golden Gate University Law School and lectured at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
on international high-tech ventures.
He also contributed articles to scholarly journals, newspapers and blogs, often on issues
involving Iran and the Middle East.
Survivors include his wife of 13 years, Suzanne Hayden Cameron Weadon of Washington, D.C.,
and his sister, Priscilla S. Weadon, a marketing consultant in Westport.
©Copyright 2008 by Hersam Acorn Newspapers.
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Washington Report on Middle East Affairs, July 2008, p. 80
Donald Alford Weadon, Jr. (1945-2008) In Memoriam
Don Weadon, who died in the early hours of March 23, following a series of strokes, was born in
Brisbane, Australia and grew up in Westport, Connecticut. He earned a B.A. degree from Cornell
University, a J.D. degree from the University of California and a master's degree from the
Harvard Business School Adjunct Program at the Iran Center of Management Studies in Tehran,
Iran. In 1984 he opened a law firm, Weadon Associates, in Washington, DC, and went on to
open branches in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Beijing, China and Hanoi, Vietnam. He also formed a
foundation to support Vietnamese orphans.
A great raconteur, Donald Weadon was a man of
extraordinary energy and creativity. At Cornell he
sang in the Glee Club, managed the club's yearlong world tour and was the president of Delta
Kappa Epsilon. He also was a member of the
Cornell University Trustee Council. He served in
the U.S. Navy for four years, completing his duty
as flag lieutenant to the admiral commanding the
Military Sealift Command, Far East.
He was an adjunct professor of foreign trade law
at George Mason University in northern Virginia
and at Golden Gate University Law School in San
Francisco. He lectured at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology on international high-tech
ventures, and contributed articles to scholarly
journals, newspapers and blogs, often on issues
involving Iran and the Middle East.
In 2004 he co-authored an article with William D.
Beeman in the Providence Journal in which he
wrote, "Iran has outmaneuvered the United States
diplomatically regarding its nuclear program, and there is little that neoconservatives within and
surrounding the Bush administration can do about the situation except gnash its collective teeth."
Weadon recommended dealing rationally with Iran on nuclear-containment issues.
Don Weadon is survived by his wife, Suzanne Hayden Cameron Weadon, a stepson, Albert
"Allen" F. Cameron IV, and a sister.
Andrew I. Killgore
Andrew I. Killgore is publisher of the Washington Report on Middle East Affairs.
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Delta Chi Deke, Fall 2009, pp. 1-2
In Memoriam

Editor's Note: Below is the eulogy to Brother Weadon delivered by George Nesterczuk '66 at the
Homecoming reception in Ithaca in late September.
I thank you for this opportunity to share some thoughts and memories of Brother Donald Alford
Weadon Jr. There were many facets to Don's life: his professional work practicing international
law, his service to his country, his personal and family life, and his commitment and service to
his community and friends.
He excelled at everything he did. A stickler for detail, he executed with verve and panache. His
expressive language was strewn with foreign idioms and phrases, in French, Latin, and the
occasional German, invariably delivered with humor and grace.
The man had style.
He was a teacher, a soldier, a leader, and a recognized expert in his field. But he was also a
family man who was devoted to his wife, Suzie, and their wonderful grandchildren. He was a
most excellent friend who spent countless hours working with an extended cohort of colleagues
on volunteer work—unpaid, often tedious, but always much appreciated.
I first met Don over 40 years ago, in the spring of 1964, when he pledged DKE as a freshman at
Cornell. He was as light-hearted then as he was to the end, with a quick wit and razor sharp
intellect. He loved to sing, joined the Glee Club, and then took time off to take them on a world
tour. He loved music, became a DJ at the campus radio station, and played classical music late
into the night. He developed an early love of wine and pursued that passion while working shifts
at the Statler. He joined the ROTC, and upon graduation, was commissioned in the Navy,
serving his country during the Vietnam War. As an undergraduate, he served the chapter in
various capacities as social chairman, steward, and ultimately, as president. A bon vivant even
then, he loved the ladies —but ever the gentleman, he always carried himself with utmost
decorum.
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We went our separate ways after college. I graduated a year sooner than he and went on to
graduate school. Don went into the Navy, then on to law school. He called me about 15 years
later, after his arrival in Washington, D.C., when I was serving in the Reagan Administration.
We stayed in touch from that point, trading thoughts on the issues of the day and sharing political
insights and general good humor.
About 10 years ago, Don took over the helm of the Delta Chi Association. He called looking for
help and shared his goal to return the chapter to prominence at Cornell. Thanks to his tireless
efforts as chairman of the alumni association, we accomplished a great deal. During his tenure,
the membership grew for the first time in years. He led fundraising campaigns to make the major
repairs our 110-year-old Lodge so badly needed. He spearheaded a drive to establish the Robert
Trent Jones Scholarship fund for the benefit of our actives and watched the endowment grow to
over $600,000. He reopened the lines of communication with our undergraduates and challenged
them to take on greater responsibility for self-governance. Working with young adults in
transition to independence can be quite a challenge, but it's one Don relished. He provided
guidance with a firm but generous hand —generous with both time and good counsel. His legacy
will be a whole generation of Cornell Dekes who will remember his towering personality the rest
of their lives.
This kind of work is not statecraft, not does it rise to the level of nation building — the stuff that
typically consumes the denizens of Washington. But it is the work that Don chose to do because
he could make a difference. And he did make a difference. Those of us who are left to pick up
the many threads of his work have a much greater appreciation for the burden that he carried on
our behalf.
We are diminished by his loss and we truly miss him.
His vision was rooted in the principles set out in the objects of Delta Kappa Epsilon, principles
that withstand the test of time:
... the cultivation of general literature and social culture, the advancement and
encouragement of intellectual excellence, the promotion of honorable friendship
and useful citizenship, the development of a spirit of tolerance and respect for the
rights and views of others, the maintenance of gentlemanly dignity, self-respect,
and morality in all circumstances, and the union of stout hearts and kindred
interests to secure to merit its due reward.
How grandly he lived up to those ideals.
Don strode through life with flair. He expressed himself in bold terms punctuated with
exclamation points. There was nothing shy or retiring about him—bright colors, not pastels—and
he has left an indelible memory with us all.
Though we mourn his loss, his legacy lives on in this house, in this brotherhood, and in the
words of the DKE motto, we will remain "from the heart...friends forever."
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Appendix E  Recollection of ΔKE Brother William Alan Morrison ‘70
Excerpt from WAM email of Wednesday, May 05, 2010 12:25 PM, to HWF.
I remember some of Weadon’s posters, which you note, but what I best recall was his radio spots
for WVBR, which Weadon worked at irregularly. They were a hoot with the usual cheering
crowds and heavy reverb on Maher’s voice as if he was speaking at Madison Square Garden.
Example:
Weadon’s Voice (hushed)
“Student government. . . Can you see it? Can you hear it? Can you smell it?
(sound of crowd)
Maher’s Voice (strident)
“I can smell it!!!”
(crowd cheers)
Weadon
“J. P. Maher. Abolishionist Candidate for Student Body President.”
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Appendix F  Recollection of AΔΦ Brother John F “Jack” Jolis ‘67
From: Howie Schaffer <hbschaffer@aol.com>
Date: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:20 AM
To: jackjolis@skynet.be, bill.fogle@cox.net
Subject: The 1967 campaign to end Student Government at Cornell
BillI am writing to introduce you to Jack Jolis, who is an Alpha Delt legend and was prexy at the
time of some of the Maher escapades. I thought you’d both enjoy connecting. I shared the details
you have on the campaign and also Maher’s premature demise. Below are recollections from
Jack that he can contextualize further.
Enjoy the connection.
Cheers,
Howie Schaffer
hbschaffer@aol.com
Dear Howie,
This note comes as a result of recent chats I’ve had with Thom Chirurg, who tells me that you’ve
been contacted by both some old DKE brothers as well as a couple of Cornell profs who are
apparently writing a history of Cornell, regarding our glorious if doomed revolutionary crusade
back in ‘67 to rid ourselves of the eternal campus pests that then constituted (and no doubt still
do) what is laughingly called “student government” at Cornell.
Thom thought that as a primary instigator and participant in this wizard wheeze of a campaign, I
might be able to shed a little first-hand light on what actually transpired.
First of all, there were two separate such campaigns -- one in 1967 and a second one the
following year in 1968. The fact that they both crucially involved Jim Maher (James Patrick
Maher III, ADPhi 19??) makes for some possible confusion, I’m afraid, about who exactly did
what, where and when, but insofar as I graduated in the spring of ‘67 and was already in Vietnam
by the time of the second campaign, I can only speak about the first, original one of 1967.
While there appears to be a good bit of evidence that by the time the second campaign came
around, in ‘68, the locus of Maher’s support for his end-student-government effort had shifted
from ADPhi to Deke, probably due to his ongoing (after 1967) friendship with Don Weadon (and
the graduation of many of his original Alpha Delt backers), the indubitable fact remains that
originally the entire Abolish Student Government at Cornell idea/campaign was purely an Alpha
Delt project, born at and planned and launched from 777 Stewart Avenue.
What happened was this:
One afternoon in the winter of early ‘67, (at a time when the Cornell campus was completely
roiled by and awash in great waves of unseemly and contentious argy-bargy over our then-
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strenuous national exertions in Vietnam, Republic of), a couple of ADPhi brothers were, as was
their wont, having a bull-session, over a bunch of beers, in one of the brothers’ rooms in the Phi.
Specifically, we, (being at the time myself, Sam Glasser, David Ryan and Vicente Aragon), were
in whoever’s was the second floor apartment which is right above the “flat”. Either Dylan’s
“Blonde on Blonde” or the Stones’ “Aftermath” would have been coming from the hi-fi and we
were discussing such pressing matters as whether or not we should brave the elements and go
grab something at Louie’s Lunch Wagon or could we wait for Mrs. Marsh’s dinner, and which
classes we planned on skipping the next day, with Aragon observing that he hadn’t been to a
class all month so far, when we were abruptly joined by brother Clay Wrigley, who had just
come down from the Hill. He ambled in, helped himself to a beer, and produced a leaflet* from
“up there in the Quad” from the seemingly omnipresent Big Brother-like “Ad Hoc Committee
(To End The War In Vietnam)” calling for some imminent “Teach-In” or demonstration or other
such public nuisance, which he passed around to us and which we greeted with hoots of derision
and scorn.
(* Remember, this was ages before computers and cell phones, not to mention i-phones,
Facebook, Twitter and all the rest of it, and phone calls still cost a dime in those days -- 70 cents
in today’ s $ - and mimeographed leaflets were the preferred way of achieving quick, mass
“participatory” communication back then -- the only other being, really, “word of mouth”.)
I peered at the offending screed and noticed that among the long list of “sponsors” for this
upcoming bit of agitprop, amongst the Usual Suspects, was the Cornell Student Government -represented by the spokesman of the “Student Assembly” or some such bit of bureaucratic
pomposity.
So I looked at this and I exploded, (and I’m cleaning up the language a bit, in the dialogue that
follows): “What the hell! -- what the hell is this? What do those dweebic jack-offs of the student
government have to do with these Viet Congs? Since when is it the job of student government to
get involved in this crap? These goddamn people are funded by part of our tuition – our tuition!
-- when the hell did we ever agree to this crap? This is a complete and utter outrage!”
Ryan rather laconically suggested that I write yet another, ah, stern letter to the Sun, but it was
Glasser who then first uttered the fateful words, “Who the hell needs goddamn student
government in the first place? -- they’re just a bunch of ass-kissing self-serving resume-padding
house-slaves doing the work of the Administration for them -- the whole thing should be
shitcanned -- abolished!”
At that point, I said, “You know, yer right, yer absolutely right -- somebody should run as a
candidate for student government on the sole platform of abolishing student government!” The
others agreed, and there the matter lay, for a moment.
But then Maher happened to wander into our little group, and, (after also helping himself to one
of our beers), he asked, in that guileless innocent way he had, “Hi guys, what’s up?”
And we stared at him. And it all just fell into place. Bim!, like that, then and there:
Glasser said “Hey Maher, you useless a-hole, sit down -- we’ve got just the activity for you for
the rest of the semester -- the perfect outlet for your multifarious and devious and most certainly
underused talents!”
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“Oh yeah? And what’s that?” chirped Maher.
And thus was born J.P. Maher’s legendary and quixotic candidacy to, against all odds, abolish
“student government” at Cornell.
Maher took to it like an ecstatic duck to water -- he was veritably born to do this.
In the days that followed he became a whirlwind of enthusiasm and frenetic activity. He enlisted
his on-and-off-again “girlfriend” Mavis Bunker (a bright, long-suffering and delightful young
lady who happened to be the niece of then-Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker to the Republic of
Vietnam) to head the “female branch” of his campaign. Together with Glasser and me, (his
original “brains trust”), the three of us plotted campaign tactics, and drafted the texts (Glasser’s
specialty) for his many signs and leaflets, as well as his “ announcements” and even speeches
(although a prepared speech was a bit of a joke to Maher, who was an absolute master of wild
digression and improvisation).
Donations were asked for amongst the brotherhood and beyond, in other fraternity houses and
dorms, and some were even proffered. Maher was a surprisingly effective fund-raiser, which was
just as well, because all these leaflets had to be paid for.
I had just been elected President of the House and I was cognizant that for all kinds of reasons,
not least legal ones, I couldn’t allow its name to get too closely associated with Maher’s
candidacy, so we did our best to keep directly-traceable ADPhi sponsorship and support away
from his campaign. We, his “ advisers” and “ managers” in ADPhi kept what’ is known in the
trade as a Low Profile.
But the fact is, we were that campaign -- in addition to the brothers already mentioned, we had
the enthusiastic help and support from such stalwart guys as Peter Kendall (at that time my Vice
President), Joe File, Ralph Villegas, Chuck Moos, Rick Burt, Dick Ponte and others -- hell, at
one point Steve Irwin even chartered a small private plane and flew it himself over the campus
with a banner that said “VOTE MAHER -- END STUDENT GOVT”, and I remember Ryan
(who was the House Treasurer), Kendall and myself having to perform some pretty fancy
footwork to wiggle our way out of the scowling attention of the Cornell Authorities (in the form
intrusive “inquiries” for the University Office of Finances, or some such).
Although we didn’t exactly order them to do so, we also “encouraged” our pledges to volunteer
for Maher’s campaign and distribute leaflets and knock on dorm rooms and make phone calls.
(Not all of them did, and that was OK -- we even had one brother who was in student
government himself, David Brandt, and although he felt a little weird, being in the middle of all
this “Maher For {Abolishing} Student Government” hullaballoo, good humor and civility was
maintained throughout.)
Although Maher and his backers (us) were deadly serious about ridding ourselves of these
arrogant and presumptuous pro-Vietcong drones in Student Government, the whole Maher
campaign retained a festive “party” atmosphere about it, (in fact, one of Maher’s slogans was “I
believe in the Two Party System -- and I plan to have both of them on the night of my
election!”), and throughout the campus it was conducted more like a Mardi Gras carnival than
the usual dour, deadly-serious and even more deadly-boring student government campaigns the
students had been previously subjected to.
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Maher’s “ campaign rallies, which in truth more resembled sports pep rallies, were largely
planned and considerably beefed-up by Alpha Delts -- although we did have significant support
from other fraternities, most notably Sigma Phi, Theta Delta Chi, and Chi Phi. (I don’t honestly
remember any particular DKE involvement at all in that first campaign of Maher’s, except for
some considerable -- and useful -- air time that he got on the Cornell student radio station
WVBR, for which Maher’s Deke friend Don Weadon worked).
Anyway, as I say, that whole campaign was one big Lark -- although Maher, despite being the
Happy Warrior throughout, worked like a dog to win. For sure, by its end, the campaign to
abolish student government had become a Big Deal -- a campus cause célèbre unlike anything
Cornell had ever seen before. I remember that near the end of it, even the NY TIMES ran an
article, in its B Section, (although sadly not retrievable on the Net) on our campaign -- they were
pretty bemused that anyone, least of all anyone at an Ivy League college, would have the
effrontery to mount such a challenge to the campus Status Quo -- a challenge that astonishingly
and uniquely was not coming from the Left.
In the event, it was a close-run thing. On-campus polls right up to the end of the campaign had
the election neck-and-neck, with some even showing Maher ahead. The Cornell Establishment
was scared, make no mistake. The counting of the ballots -- if any actually took place, heh -- was
conducted secretly (at least secretly from us -- no members of either campaign were allowed to
be present at the counting) in the basement of the Straight, late at night, and the result -- a narrow
win for the Establishment ticket -- was announced the next day to the general disbelief of many
on campus, and certainly to our disbelief. I’m convinced that We Wuz Robbed. But the
Administration and the whole Cornell Establishment knew they’d dodged a bullet. And let me
tell you, they were mightily relieved.
Anyway, Your Honor, those are to the best of my recollection, the facts as they occurred. As I
say, I can’t speak at all about the subsequent campaign by Maher the following year, as by then I
had more urgent fish to fry in Southeast Asia, and many of my original collaborators among the
above-mentioned brothers were also gone. So whatever the Dekes may have to say about that
second election is, for all I know, perfectly true. All I know about is that first, ’ 67, campaign.
But I’m happy to continue this conversation with anyone who would care to have it, for any
purposes. As I believe the motto of the CIA has it: “You shall know the truth and the truth shall
make you free.”
Fraternally yours and xaire,
Jack Jolis
President, Alpha Delta Phi (Cornell Chapter), Spring ‘67
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